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Please complete this form and send it with your entry to arrive on or before February 1, 2013.
Email your entry to: johncottondana@ala.org
Library Category:
All types of libraries are welcome to enter, and international
entries are welcome. Entry narrative must be in English for
review.
Public
Materials Included:
Send electronic versions of materials or appropriate websites
used as part of the Strategic Communication Program you are
entering for the John Cotton Dana Award. You do not need to
produce additional media support exclusively for your entry.
Essential:
Project Narrative
Overall Presentation (.PDF, .DOC, .PPT, etc.)
Optional:
Video, Audio, photos, PDFs, etc.
Please type your answers; include separate pages as
necessary.
1. Sent by: Richland Library
Address: 1431 Assembly St.
City: Columbia
State: SC
Zip or mail code: 29201
Country: US
Phone: 803.799.9084 Fax: 803.929.3448
Library Director’s name: Melanie Huggins
Contact Person for Entry:
Name: Padgett Mozingo
Title: Marketing and Communications Manager
Email: pmozingo@richlandlibrary.com
Phone: 803.929.3472
2. Short, Descriptive Title of Entry Submitted:
Changing from the Inside Out: Richland Library Enhances Look
and Services for Community
3. Duration of public relations/strategic communication
program entered. The program must have occurred entirely
during 2012, the 2011-2012 academic year, or a multi-year
project completed in 2012.
Starting date: May 2012
Ending date: December 2012

4. Budget (entries are evaluated in budget category):
Total annual library budget (including payroll):
$22,615,648
Cost of strategic communications program being submitted:
 Cost to library: $200,000
 Value of in-kind contributions:
 Total cost of communication program: $200,000
5. Project Participants:
Library staffing levels and budgets vary widely. Give reviewers
a general idea of how your entry was developed and
implemented. How much of your project was done by library
employees?
In-House Contributions:
Richland Library’s seven-member internal Marketing and
Communications (MAC) team coordinated efforts with the
library’s six-member Virtual Services team, ADCO Inc. and
Cyberwoven to develop and implement the new brand
concept and website.
Additional work was done by the MAC team to develop the
teaser campaign, refresh promotional items and solicit
coverage from local media. The library’s Virtual Services team
also worked to enhance and personalize the new website to
fit customer’s needs.
External Support:
Did you use the services of an outside professional(s) on this
program (for example, an advertising or public relations firm,
media production Company, graphic designer)?
Yes
No
If “yes,” list the services, vendors, and costs:
 ADCO, INC (included in amount above)
 Cyberwoven | $121,000
6.

Copyright/Trademark:

Did you use copyrighted materials?

Yes

No

If “yes,” are written copyright use permission letters included
for any copyrighted or trademarked material? Yes
No
NOTE: If any copyrighted material is used in your project, you
must include a written release from the copyright owner
or your entry will be eliminated.

2013 John Cotton Dana Award Entry:
2013 John Cotton Dana Award Entry: Changing from the Inside Out: Richland Library Enhances Look and Services for
the Community | Summary

Campaign Summary (100 words or less)
The Richland County Public Library is consistently viewed as one of the county’s greatest assets. The library is vibrant
and contemporary, and it was time for the brand to truly reflect how customers and staff felt about our services. We had
an opportunity to reach more residents and increase awareness of services and resources, even among current
cardholders. Development of a new logo, tagline, marketing efforts and promotional pieces that were aligned with the
new Richland Library brand were vital to successfully positioning the library in the community.

2013 John Cotton Dana Award Entry: Changing from the Inside Out: Richland Library Enhances Look and Services for
the Community | Narrative
Needs Assessment and Planning
With nationally recognized facilities, collections, services and programs, The Richland Library aims to inspire, inform
and entertain our community. Library locations saw more than 2.7 million visits last year and customers checked out
more than 4.5 million items. Serving everyone in the Midlands, regardless of age or background, our library provides
free access to quality information and resources that enhance its customers’ lives, both professionally and personally.
According to the 2010 census, Richland County’s population is 384,504. In FY 2011, Richland Library had more than
199,000 registered borrowers, and another 24,000 new customers received library cards. With only 43% of the total
registered borrowers considered “active,” the library recognized an opportunity to reach more residents and increase
awareness of library services and resources, among current library cardholders, non-users and out of county residents.
Several surveys were conducted in the last five years to gauge the library’s success and customer satisfaction, including
user surveys, non-user surveys and even a secret shopper effort. The majority of the results showed that Richland Library
was viewed as one of the county’s greatest assets, with 95% and higher satisfaction levels and high levels of familiarity
with the library. Nearly nine out of 10 (86%) said they were familiar with the library, and 43% of those were very
familiar.
To be even more relevant to our customers and advance our community, the library recognized the need to provide
exceptional customer experiences at every touchpoint. To make these necessary enhancements, it was imperative to
achieve staff buy-in. Over the last two years, efforts were made to engage staff systemwide in the strategic planning
process. Customer experience workshops (CxP) were held for more than 200 staff and materials were shared with an
additional 200 part-time staff, allowing the library’s brand promises to be identified and fully developed by a large and
diverse group of thinkers. In turn, the brand promises became the library’s foundation for defining how customers will
view and use its services and resources.
These promises are made to our customers, are guiding principles for our staff and, when successful, are reflected in the
library’s approach to everything it does. While a mission statement looks inward to what we stand for, our brand
promises are external. They define what the customer can expect from the library and the positive impact we have on
their lives.
It’s not easy to deliver a memorable experience. Ultimately, the promises are kept – or broken – by frontline staff, in each
interaction, conversation or library experience. All staff must understand the promises and the actions they must take to
fulfill them. For example, if we promise fun and friendly experiences, then the staff must engage the customer in an
upbeat and friendly manner. We feel the library’s brand should be synonymous with great customer service, facilities and
resources, and we want our staff to consistently deliver on being welcoming, caring, helpful, fresh and fun and committed
to offering the best.
Along with internal service changes, it was necessary to develop and establish general brand awareness for the library
that will result in the development of a new logo and promotional materials. Launching a new brand provides
opportunities to increase awareness and reach new customers. The most effective and efficient way to accomplish these
goals was to engage a local ad agency (ADCO, Inc.) to work with the library’s marketing and communications staff.
Implementation and Creativity
RCPL is a vibrant and contemporary library, and it was time to build a brand that reflects how customers feel about our
role in their community. In May 2012, the library began a relationship with ADCO, Inc., a Columbia-based ad agency to
develop a new logo, tagline, promotional pieces and marketing efforts that would help solidify and advance its
importance in the Midlands. The library’s marketing and communications team worked with key agency staff to hold
internal interviews, meetings and brainstorming sessions with executive leadership, management and public service
managers.

A collaborative, creative process, which included discussion of the library name and references to specific services and
departments, resulted in the development of several top choices for the logo and a shortened organization name.
Research showed that people most commonly refer to us as the library. If they needed to be more specific, they focused on
location (Richland, Main, Southeast). A new name and logo were tested internally among key staff and with two focus
groups composed of active and potential customers. During this process, the executive director also met individually with
Richland County Council members and library board members to communicate the goals and gather their opinions.
The library’s role has adapted with technology and the changing needs of our community. The new shortened name,
Richland Library, and “access freely” tagline represent a true feeling of community and the variety of services available.
The new logo respects the tradition of the library, while embracing its future. It also demonstrates the evolution of the
library, leaving itself open to interpretation by the viewer. When looking at the logo, you may see a book, an eReader or a
laptop. The logo is both traditional and digital, bold yet simple, new and recognizable. The color blue, perhaps one of the
most well-liked colors, is refreshing, imaginative, approachable, established and stable.
After developing the brand and considering how the community views and uses the library, implementation became key.
Although our signage, website, promotional materials, letterhead – everything – would change, the rebranding effort was
about more than a logo. It was about an experience for customers – a quality, personalized experience that exceeds
expectations.
To accomplish a seamless transition, the library engaged a core group of 42 staff representing every department and all 11
locations to be Brand Champions. Their role was to build excitement among staff, help staff prepare for the public launch
and then to be a mechanism for providing customer and staff feedback to the marketing and communications team. A
variety of materials were provided to help brand champions, including a toolbox that included resources and incentives
to emphasize that staff must commit to making our brand promises “More than Words.”
A timeline was developed that centered around using Staff Education Day, when the library is closed and all staff gather
for training, to unveil the brand internally. This ensured that staff were prepared for the December 3 public launch and
unveiling of the new RichlandLibrary.com website. To sustain excitement between Staff Education Day and the unveiling
of the new brand, a campaign was launched to tease the new tagline with mini-site at accessfreely.com. Window clings in
the shape of the new mark promoted the teaser site and staff systemwide were engaged in getting those clings posted in
businesses throughout the community. Lapel pins in the shape of the mark and t-shirts promoting the new logo and
tagline were created and distributed for staff and library supporters – even newscasters – to wear on the December 3
launch day. The launch campaign – Read. Watch. Listen. Access freely. – played offed the “access freely” tagline to
promote three primary lines of service – books, movies and music.
Other key efforts included:
*New Library Cards. There are now four library card designs – a general design, one for teens, one for children and one
for Literary Circle donors. Customers can choose from three designs, and staff can recognize Literary Circle donors for
supporting the library.
* New Website. RichlandLibrary.com. Reorganized with the user in mind, the site makes it easier to navigate and find
information, downloadable resources and more. The site is built responsively and adapts to the device it is being viewed
on, whether mobile, tablet or desktop. Customers also have more opportunity to interact with the library’s team of
experts, rating and reviewing content.
*Vehicle Wraps. Messages highlighting the Read. Watch. Listen. Access freely. concept were developed for the library
vehicles and delivery vans, timed so they were ready to roll on December 3.
*Internal and external signage. New signage was created that was intentionally more retail focused, representing new
department names (News and Research versus Periodicals and General Reference) that the customer could understand.
*Print Materials. The bimonthly magazine was renamed “access” and all promotional and print materials were revamped
to be more customer focused, friendly and easy to understand.

*Media Relations. Drawing on the library’s outstanding relationships with community leaders and the media, the launch
was successfully accomplished with no paid media and only earned media efforts.
*Unveiling events. A large unveiling was held at the Main Library in downtown Columbia, with smaller events held at
all 10 library locations through Richland County.
After the December 3 launch, the marketing and communications team continued to update second-tier materials and
planned marketing efforts for 2013 that reinforce the brand and engage inactive library card holders and potential
customers who are not yet benefiting from the services and resources available.
Evaluation
It’s no secret that the role of the library has changed drastically. We’re not just about books anymore. We’re about getting
children ready for school so they can learn and graduate on time. We’re about helping people find jobs, change careers or
grow their businesses. We’re about providing access to information and technology. But none of this matters if those in
our community aren’t aware of and using our resources, services and facilities.
In FY 2011, the library had more than 199,000 registered borrowers. That number increased to 215,230 in FY 2012. The
number of total registered borrowers considered “active” increased from 43% in 2011 to 47%. What’s significant about
these numbers is that these increases were accomplished before the public rebranding effort. They are a direct result of the
internal changes among staff expectations and customer service standards before the public brand launch. We are
confident that the numbers for 2013 will be significantly higher.
Since the brand launched just less than two months ago, we are still actively gathering data to evaluate the effort and plan
future marketing efforts. Key impacts include:
*135% increase in total reach (19,097) on Facebook and 76,000 impressions on Twitter.
*19,000 website visits in the first two days after launch, nearly three times as many in an average day, and 1,500 views
from mobile devices.
*Free coverage in local print media, including The State, Free Times, The Columbia Star, The Northeast News and Columbia
Metropolitan Magazine.
*Three of Columbia’s four television networks covered the launch, as well as a live interview and broadcast reveal on
WACH Fox News.
*132 library cards were issued on Monday, December 3.
*400 lapel pins were worn by community influences, media and library supporters on December 3 and following days.
*500+ businesses displayed “access freely” window clings to create buzz and build excitement for the launch, resulting
in 561 visits to accessfreely.com prior to launch and 720 views of the reveal video at launch.
*150 community influencers attended a launch event at Main on December 3.
Brand Champions were also surveyed, finding that 90% were satisfied with their experience as a part of the launch.
Most significantly, 96% said that the brand adequately represents the direction of the library.
An excellent customer experience is the goal. Rebranding isn’t just about changing the logo. It’s about the experience for
our customers – a quality, personalized experience that exceeds expectations. Our new look - from our website to our
signage - better reflects who we are.
The new brand – and the higher standards and expectations about how we serve our customers – are just the
beginning. By continuing to analyze recent market research and usage data, our marketing strategy can be continually
adapted to further the library’s strategic goals and raise awareness of the library, its services and its impact on the
community.
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Richland County Public Library

Our Promises
We are...welcoming.
We are not only friendly, we are familiar. We know our customers and treat them like our friends and family. We pride

ourselves on our hospitality and treat our customers like guests we are glad to see. We understand that no matter how
valuable our resources and expertise may be, they will not be accessible if we are not welcoming.

We are...caring.
We understand that you use the library because you need something that we have to offer—but the reason you’ll return is

because you know we care about you. We are empathetic to the needs of each person, each interaction, each encounter. We
build on what our customers know so we can best meet their needs. We know what it feels like to be treated well and
intelligently and we want our customers to feel the same way.

We are...committed to offering you the best.
We are passionate about what we do. We consider it our responsibility to keep our knowledge and skills current so that our

customers get the most timely, accurate and relevant services and information. We actively look for ways to grow and share

what we know with our customers and colleagues. We pride ourselves on anticipating the needs of our customers and being
ahead of the curve in our ability to find, sort and share the best in service, ideas and information.

We are...helpful.
We jump at the chance to help. We don’t wait to be approached with questions or suggestions for improvement. We are

always thinking about services from the customer’s perspective. We want to provide information and service in practical,

useful ways that best meet our customers’ preferences and goals. We look for opportunities to make offering services simple

and useful. We look for opportunities to serve the person in front of us in the most personalized way possible. We are flexible
and try to eliminate barriers to service. People always come before processes and systems. We always work to put “Yes”
before “No.”

We are...fresh and fun.
We work to be current and interesting. Whether it is the design of our buildings, our displays or the services we provide, we

look for ways to surprise our customers and make them happy. We are not afraid to try new things, and we expect to make
mistakes, though we know we’ll learn from them and be better for them. We seek creative approaches in our quest to

Inspire, Inform and Entertain. We know that true innovation doesn’t need to be grand or expensive; it may simply require
looking at something from a fresh perspective. We look for ways to have fun at work, to share our passions and interests
with our customers and colleagues. We believe in smiling, laughing and enjoying while we learn.

myRCPL.com

Our Vision

To improve the quality of life for everyone who interacts with the Richland County Public Library.

Our Mission

To provide experiences that Inspire, Inform and Entertain.

Our Values
Accessibility
We provide and promote unrestricted access to facilities, information, services, materials and technologies for all.
Personalized Customer Experiences
We provide an unparalleled personalized experience for our customers and staff. We empower our staff to give
excellent, efficient service to the community.
Reading and Literacy
We encourage and support the development of literacy at every age level and support reading for information
and enjoyment.
Lifelong Learning
We support learning as a lifelong activity and believe that it is our role to help create an educated community.
Environmental Sustainability
We maintain and demonstrate an ongoing commitment to environmental responsibility and sustainability.
Partnerships and Alliances
We pursue strategic partnerships, alliances and collaborations that help customers learn and enhance outreach
to our whole community.
Diversity
We seek diverse expertise, opinions and viewpoints—among our staff and our community— as we meet the
learning needs of our community.
Trust and Teamwork
We encourage trust and teamwork and believe that together they provide an ideal environment and promote
creativity and innovation.
Innovation and Risk-taking
We embrace risk-taking, innovation and flexibility to better serve an ever-changing world.
Talent Development/Leadership
We value the talents within our staff and encourage staff to extend their expertise and develop their leadership
potential. We are a positive, dynamic and rewarding place to work.
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Standards

Library staff will
Greet you with a smile
Offer to assist you
Highlight a feature of the library
Invite you to share your thoughts
Thank you for coming and ask you to return
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Engagement

5 Customer Engagement Standards

Standards

Library Staff Will:

Greet You With a Smile
• Smile and greet customer within a 3-5 feet distance.
• Show our hospitality and treat our customers like guests we are glad to see.
• Greet customers no matter where you are or what you are doing.

Library
staff will
Offer to Assist You
•
•
•

Jump at the chance to help. Look for opportunities to personalize the assistance.
Take customer to the materials, or bring the materials to the customer.
Listen more than you talk, and put people before processes.

Highlight
a Feature
the Library
Greet
youofwith
a smile
• Promote our library card and all of its value.
• Give copies of the magazine to customers; point out upcoming programs that fit the customer.
• Look
for ways
share what
we know; recommend all that we offer.
Offer
toto assist
you
Invite You to Share Your Thoughts
• AskHighlight
customers if they
found everything
they library
need.
a feature
of the
• Don’t wait for customers to suggest changes or improvement; ask for feedback about          
their experiences.
• Anticipate
be empathetic
to the
needsthoughts
of each customer.
Inviteand
you
to share
your
Thank You for Coming and Ask You to Return
• Before
each customer
leaves
the building,
thank
himyou
for visiting,
and invite him to return;  
Thank
you for
coming
and
ask
to return
showing we care.
• If the customer’s experience has not been good, apologize and offer a solution.
• Make certain customers are very happy with their experience.

m y RC P L . co m
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Internal
Customer
Engagement

Standards

Library staff will
Greet you with a smile
Offer to assist you
Respond promptly and give you a time frame
for next steps
Make sure you are satisfied with the solution
Thank you and offer further assistance
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Internal
Customer
Engagement
Library Staff Will:

5 Internal Customer Engagement

Standards

Greet You With a Smile
• Smile and make eye contact.
• Use colleague’s name.
• Show your hospitality; treat colleagues like guests you are glad to see.

Offer to Assist staff
You
Library
will
•
•
•

Jump at the chance to help.  Look for opportunities to personalize the assistance.
Let colleague finish and communicate without interruption
Be an active listener; confirm mutual understanding of request.

Respond
Promptly
and
Give
You
a Time Frame for Next Steps
Greet
you
with
a
smile
• Recognize urgency and respond appropriately.
• Listen more than you talk; anticipate and be empathetic.
• Build on what your colleague knows, so that needs are met; know your audience
Offer to assist you
and avoid jargon.
Make Sure You Are Satisfied With the Solution
Respond promptly and give you a time frame
• Ask questions to make sure your colleagues have everything they need.
• Offer
people before processes.
foroptions;
next put
steps
• Don’t wait for colleagues to suggest changes or improvement; ask for feedback.
Further
Assistance
Thank
You and
Offeryou
Make
sure
are
satisfied with the solution
• Thanking shows we care; reply with, “Is there anything else I can do for you?”
• Welcome future communication; invite your colleague to call back.
• Follow
up; look
for and
ways tooffer
grow and
share knowledge
with your colleagues.
Thank
you
further
assistance

my R C P L.com
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Customer
Engagement

Your Role as a Brand Champion

Standards

Thanks for accepting this challenge. Your role is vital to the success of the library’s brand!
Before Staff Ed Day, do…
• Reach – in person or by email – everyone in your location or department. Spread the
word using the chocolate included in your Brand Champion Tool Kit. When you return
to the office, you’ll also have an email template that you can use.
• Emphasize – in a staff meeting, in the staff room, at lunch, anytime it works for your
location – that big changes are underway. Staff can expect to see a new look and feel,
as well as a new tagline, all of which will be reflected on exterior signage, the website,
library cards, letterhead and much more.
• Plant the seed of positivity and build enthusiasm. This is a historic time for the library!

Library staff will

Don’t…
• Actually
reveal
the with
changesaorsmile
the logo. Keep it under wraps until the full presentation
Greet
you
at Staff Ed Day.
At Staff
Ed Day,
Offer
todo…
assist you
• Be sure to read the FAQs that will be sent on November 6.
• Be prepared to meet at 10:25 a.m. during the morning break to get the scoop on of
your
role for the reveal.
Highlight
a feature of the library
• Bring your t-shirt and be ready to don it for the 2 p.m. reveal session.
After Invite
Staff Ed Day,
youdo…
to share your thoughts
• Be prepared to answer tough questions and share feedback with Marketing and Communications. The FAQs to be sent on Tuesday will guide you.
• Rely
on Marketing
for ask
support.
Thank
you and
forCommunications
coming and
you to return
• Get staff at their location/department excited for the December 3 public launch and
prepared to answer questions from customers.
Don’t…
• Share with family, friends and customers. The Big Reveal to our customers and our
community happens December 3.
Ongoing roles:
• Unveil look at opening on December 3.
• Build excitement.
• Recognize staff at your location for living the brand. We’ll provide tools to help.
• Help field and answer questions.
• Ensure promotional materials and location signage reflect the new brand.
• Stay in touch with Marketing and Communications to share ideas, provide customer
and staff feedback and ensure continued delivery of excellent customer experiences.
m y RC P L . co m

YOU
are the face of our brand,
the heart of the library’s story.
Thanks for making our brand promises

MORE THAN WORDS.

New look.
Same mission.
Our library is a contemporary, vibrant organization,
valued and supported by the community and customers
like you. Now, we have a brand – the visual look and
feel – that reflects this. We’ve spent the last several
months developing the library’s brand and considering
how the community views and uses the library.
The logo demonstrates the evolution of the library.
Some may see a book, an eReader or a laptop. The
logo is both traditional and digital, bold yet simple, new
and recognizable. The color blue, perhaps one of the
most well-liked colors, is refreshing, imaginative, approachable, established and stable.
We provide resources and information that advance
our community.
Access freely!
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choose freely.
Between now and March 1, 2013 customers can choose a new card to replace their current card freely.

access freely.
R IC H L AN D L IB R ARY.C OM

access freely.
RICH LA ND LIBRA RY.COM

play freely.
R IC H L AN D L IB R ARY.C OM

play freely.
RICH LA ND LIBRA RY.COM

think freely.
RI C HL AN DL I B R A RY. COM

think freely.
R ICHLANDLI B R ARY.COM

gives freely.
RICH LAND LIBRARY.COM

gives freely.

R I CHLANDLIB R ARY. COM

Literary Circle Cards:
Donors who give at the $500 &
higher level receive this special card.
Please help us acknowledge these
donors’ support of their library when
you have the opportunity.
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Changing from the Inside Out

Standards

It’s no secret that the library’s role has adapted over the last few years to meet our community’s
changing needs. Our library is a contemporary, vibrant organization, valued and supported by our
community.
Our new brand and customer service approach will continue to enhance our tradition of supporting access to information, new ideas, different opinions, knowledge and the ability to learn
through books.

Library
staff will
How we’ve increased access to the library:

Access Freely:
• Three locations are now open from 2-6 p.m. on Sunday – Main, Southeast and St. Andrews
• Eastover is now open more hours each week, and a renovation and expansion funded by the
USDA and Richland County is underway
• The library now offers personalized service to help job seekers find employment in our community. has helped more than 18,000
• The number of items customers can check out increased from 30 to 60 including any combination of books, movies, music, etc

Greet you with a smile
Offer to assist you

Read Freely:
• Items can now be checked out up to five times if they have not been requested by another
customer
• You can now have up to $10 in fines (instead of $5) and still check out materials
• Customers can now renew items at self-check
• Replacements cards are now $1 instead of $5
• New books check out for 3 weeks instead of 1 week
• Increased downloadable media: ebooks, etc
• Customers can pay fines at self-check

Highlight a feature of the library

Invite you to share your thoughts

Thank you for coming and ask you to return

Listen Freely:
• Using Freegal, customers can download and build a music library of more than 150 songs each
year that never expires!
Watch Freely:
• Entire season of a TV series can now be checked out as one unit
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